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1. Color this color wheel. The color doesn’t have to be to exact. (Just use any color 
that you have which is similar to the color wheel). 

              

 PS. This color wheel was colored by Butter Everyday. In the case that some 
colors don’t match the color wheel...

o …use the color that is the nearest to the wheel’s color. OR
o …you can mix your alcohol marker with colored pencil to create new 

color. Ex: If you don’t have orange-red mix orange colored pencil with red
marker.

 PS. It is quite difficult to mixing alcohol color to create secondary color.
 PS. Primary color can’t come from mixing.

2. What are the characteristic of Vivid girl and Neutral girl.
a. Vivid girl
   bright, strike to the eye, grab the attention
b. Neutral girl
   plane, soothing the eye to look at, easy to blend

   3. When should you use Vivid girl?
      Eye catching picture
   4. Specified which point is Neutral girl which point is Vivid girl.
      Neutral girl B (dark color, black tone) D(light color, white tone) F(pale color, gray 
tone) H (not very pale gray because it is quite hard mix complementary colors using 
alcohol markers. Compared to watercolor, you can immediately create gray color when 
mixing complementary colors.)
      Vivid girl A C E G (Green in this tone is the most vivid one that I have. However, this 
is not really vivid. If you have varieties of color and can find one, vivid green should be in
this tone          )

 



 
   

5. What are the real Neutral colors.
       White gray black brown cream

6. Try coloring this color. (Don’t need to be precise. Just choose the color that is as 
similar as Vivid girl as possible).  

7. Which Butter everyday color is Vivid girl and which is Neutral girl? Why? 

Number 10: Vivid girl because the color look highly 
saturated, strike to the eyes
Number 2: Neutral girl because the color look dark, not 
bright, soothing to the eyes

8. Color in the box. (Don’t need to be precise. Just choose the color that is as similar as 
Vivid girl as possible).             
9. [YES/NO] If we have a Vivid girl color and we want the color to be brighter. We layer 
number 0 on top. The it will it be Neutral girl? yes
10. [YES/NO] If we have a Vivid girl color and we want the color to be darker. We color 
the lighter color first, followed by darker color OR swap between them alternately. Then 
the color will be Neutral girl? yes
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      11. If you choose the right color, how would it impact the art piece?     
           focus on important point, change emotion, soothing to the eye
      12.What is the most common reason that make the picture looks bad? 
Why?
           Vivid girl is the main reason that make the picture look bad because 
it will attract us to look at it. If you use too many of Vivid girl in a picture, we
will don’t know which point to focus. Thus, the picture will become 
uncomfortable to the eyes.


